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Concept & aesthetics
Launched in 2009, in 2016 Book&Look offers a number of innovations
encompassing not only functionalities, materials and finishes, but also
greater freedom of use.
Thus the basic square door 52 x 52 becomes universal and can be used
wherever one wants in the range, whether in a current or a new finish.
The sideboards with 4, 6 or 8 doors (2 x 4 door sideboards with a single
top) are offered on a base or legs, with the universal square door.
An open niche with a 3-column insert inspired by the look of shelving

racks is on offer for the 6-door sideboard. A ceramic stoneware top
is also available.
Book&Look now offers two new podium chests W 140 and W 210 with a
niche for a soundbar (our recommendation: Focal ‘Dimension’ W 115.5).
Finally, 14 colours of lacquer are now available to order on a number of
items in the range.

Quality of manufacture & new finishes
– The new universal door 52 x 52 may be positioned anywhere :
on sideboards and on chests H 105 and H 157 integrated into modular
compositions. Apart from the current finishes of gloss white or satin
white lacquer or satin argile and éléphant, it is now available in :
– Walnut veneer with fern motif,
– Concrete composite,
– Bronze-coloured aluminium,
– A wide choice of lacquers including the 4 in the price
list and also rouge, brique, bleu, azur, bleu lavande, plomb, chocolat,
moutarde, mastic, ranger and noir.
This wide choice of lacquers is also available on 50mm thick wall
shelves in W 105, W 140 and W 210, on compartment shelves (vertical
or horizontal) W 105 and W 175 as well as on the insert for the central
upper section of the 6-door sideboard.
– Sideboards are available on bases or on a new lacquered steel
underframe H 15 cm finished in bronze-coloured aluminium.
The edges are finished in white, argile or éléphant lacquer or walnut
veneer.
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The 12 mm thick top is lacquered to match or in chocolate lacquer
(walnut) or white, white marble-effect or metallic anthracite-coloured
ceramic stoneware. Coloured to the core, ceramic stoneware is 30 %
harder than granite. Its properties of resistance to scratches, stains and
heat shocks are exceptional, making it particularly suitable for use as the
top of a sideboard.
– Two new podium chests are on offer. Each one has a niche for a
soundbar in the top section which is closed by a batyline cover
(choice of white, argile or éléphant). This soundbar niche is located
above a flap door in the podium chest W 140. With a drawer on each
side, it is also above a large full-width flap door in the podium chest
W 210. Podium chests can also take an optional induction charger
and a hub with a schuko plug (e.g. for a PC) and two 5V USB ports
(for charging two mobile phones).

